We show that boundary conditions in topological open string theory on Calabi-Yau manifolds are objects in the derived category of coherent sheaves, as foreseen in the homological mirror symmetry proposal of Kontsevich. Together with conformal field theory considerations, this leads to a precise criterion determining the BPS branes at any point in CY moduli space, completing the proposal of Π-stability.
Introduction
Over the last year, the basic elements of a picture of BPS D-branes in weakly coupled type II string theory on general Calabi-Yau (CY) backgrounds have been developed, following the lines described in [17] . Such branes have world-volume theories with N = 1, d = 4 supersymmetry or its equivalent and by analogy with the study of supersymmetric field theory, one might expect to be able to get a good understanding of the observables determined by holomorphic or "protected" quantities such as the superpotential and D-flatness conditions; these are the spectrum of BPS branes and their moduli spaces of supersymmetric vacua. By analogy with the study of N = 2 compactifications using mirror symmetry, one might even hope to get this understanding and determine the BPS spectrum everywhere in moduli space (i.e. for string scale CY's) from a suitable reinterpretation of large volume results.
In this work, we give a proposal for how to do this, building on the Π-stability proposal of [18, 19] , by combining physical input, notably the theory of boundary conditions in (2, 2) CFT and its topological twistings, with the wealth of relevant mathematics, especially Kontsevich's homological mirror symmetry proposal [38] and the formalism of the derived category.
A longer work with more introductory discussion is in preparation; here we try to give a relatively concise discussion of the ideas and results. In particular, we will not give very precise explanations of the fairly lengthy mathematical background (mostly homological algebra), instead focusing on its physical interpretation. This background can be found in the standard reference [22] ; we also recommend [54] for a nice introduction to the derived category.
A good way to identify observables which can be computed in the large volume limit is to consider the topologically twisted world-sheet theory. We will consider sigma models with CY target. These models have two twisted versions, the A twisted model whose observables depend only on (the stringy generalization of) the CY Kähler moduli, and the B twisted model whose observables depend only on the CY complex moduli. Stringy corrections are absent in the B model and thus these observables are computable at large volume; mirror symmetry can then be used to compute A model observables.
For the closed string, the basic "topological" observable is the prepotential of the In principle, this allows computing these observables in the B model at large volume, and extrapolating them to general points in Kähler moduli space. However, this is subtlethe naive extrapolation according to which B branes are holomorphic bundles or coherent sheaves at every point in Kähler moduli space, is incorrect [19] .
The source of this contradiction is the following: if one makes a large variation of the Kähler moduli, in general a pair of branes which has aligned BPS central charges (i.e.
with the same phase, so preserving the same N = 1 supersymmetry), can vary into a pair with arbitrarily related and even anti-aligned central charges, as would be the case for a brane and an antibrane. Thus any candidate definition of "topological D-brane" which could make sense throughout Kähler moduli space must be able to describe branes and antibranes on the same footing, and thus include more objects than coherent sheaves. Now there are already natural mathematical candidates for the category of topological D-branes -in the B model, the derived category of coherent sheaves, and in the A model the Fukaya category, as proposed some time ago by Kontsevich [38] . A lot of evidence has accumulated that this is correct, most notably in results of Seidel and Thomas [49] and Horja [30] which we discuss below. Physicists have also suggested various roles for this category [1, 42, 51, 55] .* In the present work, we give physical arguments that this is correct. These follow the spirit of Witten's argument that the topological class of a D-brane on the space X is a K theory class on X [61] : we define objects to be bound states of D-branes modulo a relation which equates two configurations which differ by adding cancelling brane-antibrane pairs.
However we will keep track of far more information along the way -essentially, all of the * After the completion of this work, the interesting work [35] appeared, which discusses branes on tori in terms of the derived category. morphisms between objects -and thus the result, the derived category, makes much finer distinctions than K theory. As an example, whereas the K theory class of a D0-brane does not depend on what point it sits at, in the derived category every point is a distinct object.
Technically, this begins with the discussion of topological open string theory as in [58] , but we then generalize the BRST operator to carry additional "homological" information associated with the Chan-Paton factors. This will allow treating complexes of boundary states as objects; we will then physically motivate imposing equivalence relations under adding brane-antibrane pairs, under Q-exact variations of the additional data (homotopy equivalence), and under complex gauge transformations, and argue that the result is the derived category formed from the original category of boundary conditions.
Having some understanding of the topological D-branes, we will then discuss their relation to physical D-branes. The primary result in this direction is a flow of the gradings of objects and morphisms under variation of Kähler moduli, for which we give a simple CFT argument as well as explicit examples.
This result allows predicting the masses of bosons in chiral multiplets at arbitrary points in Kähler moduli space, and is thus the key to determining bound state formation and stability. In particular, there is an inconsistency in the CFT interpretation of morphisms of negative degree -they would correspond to operators of negative dimensionwhich forces certain topological D-branes to drop out of the physical spectrum. This gives a direct CFT argument for the Π-stability condition proposed in [18] .
This agreement suggests that we look for a reformulation of Π-stability which does not require an abelian category. The direct generalization of subobjects and exact sequences to the derived category is the "distinguished triangle," and we discuss this notion and show how it unifies different versions of the bound state and decay processes involving branes and antibranes.
Combining this with the previous results leads to a proposal for a reformulated stability condition, which although similar to Π-stability does not require a preexisting notion of abelian category. This appears to be a good candidate for a mathematically precise definition of a BPS brane on Calabi-Yau manifold, and is quite concrete in simple examples, predicting marginal stability lines and new BPS branes.
BPS D-branes, grading, and images
Our starting point will be a (2, 2) SCFT such as a sigma model on a Calabi-Yau threefold or a Gepner model, with integrally quantized U (1) charges, so that it can be used to define a type II string compactification with d = 4, N = 2 supersymmetry.
The most basic attributes of a BPS D-brane (we take it to be a particle in four dimensions for this discussion) are its RR charge Q and its BPS central charge Z(Q).
These are discussed in many references such as [27] . We will consider B-type branes; Z(Q) depends on Q and on a point in the stringy Kähler moduli space M k (best defined as the complex structure moduli space of the mirror CY).
A quantity which will be particularly important for us is the phase of the BPS central charge. As in [18] , we define the grade ϕ or ϕ(Q) of a brane to be this phase normalized so that branes and antibranes have ϕ(B) − ϕ(B) = 1 mod 2:
We will need to extend this from the circle [0, 2) to a real number; thus there is a 2Z ambiguity to be fixed for each brane. If we do this at some point in moduli space, the grades can be defined elsewhere by analytic continuation of Z; we will justify this shortly.
At large volume, BPS branes are either A branes (special Lagrangian manifolds carrying flat connections) or B branes (coherent sheaves carrying Hermitian Yang-Mills connections). The most basic observables in the classical theory are the massless fermion spectrum between a pair of branes. For B branes which fill the CY, these can be obtained by the standard arguments of Kaluza-Klein reduction: the oriented massless fermionic strings from branes carrying the bundle E to branes carrying the bundle F are elements of the complex cohomology group H 0,q (M, E * ⊗ F ). As we will review, these are the states of the B twisted topological open string theory, so this result does not obtain stringy corrections. The mirror A statement must involve stringy effects as is discussed in [58, 34, 57] ;
because of this we prefer the B picture.
BPS branes as boundary conditions
In world-sheet terms, a BPS brane corresponds to a boundary condition which preserves an N = 2 world-sheet supersymmetry, as discussed in [41] .
For A boundary conditions we have (in the open string channel)
where J L = iQ 0 ∂φ L and J R = iQ 0∂ φ R define the bosonization of the U (1) current in the (2, 2) algebra, Q 0 = √ĉ andĉ = 3 for a CY sigma model is the complex dimension of the CY. For B boundary conditions we have the same with φ R → −φ R (and the same for J R ).
The operators in (2.2) are the N = 2 spectral flow operators which directly enter the space-time supercharge and thus e iπϕ directly specifies an unbroken N = 1 algebra. In sigma model compactification we have
in terms of the world-sheet fermions and so for A boundary conditions ϕ is precisely as defined in (2.1). This is also true for B boundary conditions, of course. If the two boundary conditions have ϕ 1 − ϕ 2 ∈ 2Z, there is an overall unbroken N = 1 space-time supersymmetry; otherwise not.
From (2.2) we also see that A and B boundary conditions are Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions respectively on the boson φ, so ϕ is analogous to a "position" for A boundary conditions and a "position on the T-dual circle" for B boundary conditions.
We will always use the Dirichlet language in which ϕ is a position and U (1) charge is a "winding number," even though we discuss B branes, just for pictorial convenience.
The massless Ramond sector can be obtained by spectral flow from N = 2 primary chiral states, whose U (1) charge q is equal to the grading H 0,q of cohomology in the large volume B brane discussion. In this limit the grade ϕ of all CY-filling branes is the same, and there is an N = 1 supersymmetry. Spectral flow can be used even when space-time supersymmetry is broken, but let us postpone discussion of this point.
Grading as a real number
We can now explain the extension of ϕ from a number defined modulo 2 to a realvalued number. The point is that this extension makes no difference for a single brane, but as soon as we consider pairs of branes a relative integer shift of ϕ in the boundary condition for one of them will modify the spectrum of strings stretched between them.
There is a familiar construction of D-brane world-volume theories on S 1 (or a torus)
which is quite analogous. [12, 52] Let us take the circumference to be 2 (like our variable ϕ); the idea is simply to define D-branes on S 1 ∼ = IR/2Z as the theory of an infinite set of image D-branes in IR, located at lattice points 2n + ϕ for n ∈ Z, and quotient by a simultaneous shift in space-time and gauge transformation. As is well known, if we start with Dp-branes with world-volume U (N ) p + 1-dimensional super Yang-Mills theory, the resulting theory is equivalent to p + 2-dimensional SYM theory on a circle with the T-dual radius.
In this context, it is clear that the integer part of ϕ is not a physical quantum number but rather is a gauge degree of freedom. However, open strings, and other quantities relating to a pair of branes, are labelled by an integer, the difference m − n between the positions of the two images. On this point, the analogy with the grade is quite precise.
A difference between the two problems is that the periodicity in the string spectrum is different: for a single D-brane on S 1 , the spectrum has the same periodicity as the images, while in N = 2 SCFT there is a more complicated correlation between the U (1) sector and the rest of the theory, as discussed in [23, 45] . The open string partition function factorizes as a sum of products of partition functions in the two factors, say for strings between branes E and F
where the structure of the second factor determines the allowed winding numbers.
The spectrum is periodic under the action of the spectral flow operator. A periodicity between space-time bosons is obtained by acting with its square e iQ 0 φ , which shifts the grade byĉ. In the case at hand ofĉ = 3, the true periodicity is 2ĉ, as the GSO projection reverses sign under odd shifts.
All this does not invalidate the picture of a brane as having integer spaced images, but requires us to distinguish the images. This gives us a convenient way to picture the winding strings corresponding to higher morphisms, which will be reproduced later in the mathematics.
The antibrane of a brane is defined by reversing the open string GSO projection.
This can be accomplished by shifting the fermion number by an odd integer, so these images should be interpreted as the antibrane and its images. We will make this precise by requiring the formalism to be invariant under a simultaneous shift of all gradings by 1 and reversal of all K theory classes, and interpreting this as a gauge symmetry.
Topologically twisted open string theory
A "category" of branes will be considered to be the set of branes themselves (the "objects" of the category) and the spectrum of massless fermionic strings between pairs of branes, or "morphisms" of the category. This data for BPS branes obeys the mathematical axioms for an abelian category -in particular, the morphisms have an associative multiplication law which in CFT terms is essentially the multiplication law in the open string chiral ring.
By extension, one can consider all of the holomorphic data involving the branesthe space-time vector and chiral multiplets which contain these fermions, and the superpotential, to be part of the "category" as well. All of this data has been claimed to be independent of the Kähler class of the CY (for B branes), implicitly in work on topological open string theory and in Kontsevich's homological mirror symmetry proposal, and explicitly in the work [10] . One can also give a simple space-time argument for this [20] , based on the fact that in type IIb string compactification (in which the branes can be taken to 
The multiplication law is of course wedge product of forms.
In early studies of D-branes it was found that certain point-like singularities are allowed and are non-singular in string theory [60] . This motivates allowing more general coherent sheaves as boundary conditions. The entire discussion can be generalized to * One could also use partly Dirichlet boundary conditions associated to holomorphic submanifolds, but we will instead get these at a later stage.
this case at least formally by replacing H p (X, E * ⊗ F ) with Ext p (E, F ). We will explain and justify this point below; for this reason we switch to use the Ext notation instead of cohomology. We also remind the reader that Hom(E, F ) ≡ Ext 0 (E, F ).
The basic topological correlation function is a disk amplitude, non-zero for a combination of states whose charge adds up toĉ = 3. This is determined by the algebra structure and the integral on Ext 3 (E, E); this integral can also be regarded as a trace and this structure defines a "Frobenius category." We can also use the integral to define Serre duality, which here identifies Ext
It is known [38, 48] that in general topological open string theory can correspond to an A ∞ category [37] , as appeared in Kontsevich's original proposal. An explicit construction of an A ∞ structure on the category of coherent sheaves appears in [40, 44] ; the higher products are essentially correlation functions in holomorphic Chern-Simons theory (the third order product was already discussed in [58] ). They are related to the Massey products, which encode the obstruction theory or equivalently the physical superpotential. This structure is very useful in studying deformations, as we will discuss in subsequent work, but we will not need it for our present considerations. In particular, the A ∞ structure defined in [44] is a "minimal model," i.e. an A ∞ category with Q = m 1 = 0, which satisfies conventional associativity.
Topological D-branes and the derived category
As we discussed in the introduction, a complete category of "topological D-branes" must contain both branes and antibranes. This might be naturally accomplished by introducing a Z 2 grading on the boundary conditions. However, the discussion of the previous section shows that this is contained in a Z grading of the boundary conditions, and that forĉ > 1 it is better to keep this, because it is related to the degree of morphisms. (One might instead keep a Z 2ĉ grading, but there is no real advantage to doing this.)
Let us therefore introduce the notation E n for a boundary condition located at ϕ = n, and the notation E[n] for the shift of a boundary condition (E[n]) m = E n+m (the "translation functor"
). An open string with U (1) charge m connects E n with F n+m . At the end of the discussion we will regard the simultaneous translation of all objects by
combined with reversing all the K theory classes as a gauge symmetry, but until we get there, we will regard these as distinct objects.
As usual we can consider the direct sum of a set of boundary conditions to be a new boundary condition, distinguished by "Chan-Paton factors." Let us generalize the preceding notation: if E is such a direct sum, let E n be the component located at ϕ = n.
A map between two such direct sums E and F is a direct sum of components of definite
Since we now have U (1) charge living on the boundary, we can make a further generalization to put a boundary component in the BRST operator, consistent with it having charge 1. Thus we write
and similarly for d F . The operator Q
(E,F ) is the "original" BRST operator (not acting on the Chan-Paton factors) and if we take all of our states to live in its cohomology, can be taken as zero (this could conceivably be generalized). In this case, the condition Q 2 = 0 will be satisfied if
The first equation is conventional, while the other two tell us that (E, d E ) and (F, d F ) are "complexes" as defined in homological algebra. The Q-cohomology then consists of maps φ in (3.1) such that d F φ = φd E (chain maps) modulo the image of d F ǫ − ǫd E (homotopic equivalence).*
Adding brane-antibrane pairs
The main thing we gain from all of this formalism is the ability to describe branes and antibranes on an equal footing. This requires us to be able to identify an object E with an object F related by adding cancelling brane-antibrane pairs.
* Actually, complexes are usually defined in terms of d containing only degree zero maps Hom(E n , E n+1 ), and this is all we will need below. The apparent generalization will go away in the final result. Now we want a finer equivalence relation than K theory: a pair AB will only be considered to cancel if A and B are isomorphic as holomorphic objects, in other words if there is an identity map 1 in Hom(A, B). We furthermore require that adding the pair does not change the Q cohomology: for every object G, we have Hom(E, G) ∼ = Hom(F, G).
This can be accomplished by adding a pair B n ⊕ B n+1 with grades differing by 1, and taking the new BRST operator Q F,G to be the direct sum of the old BRST operator Q E,G with the identity map 1 on morphisms in Hom(B, G) involving the brane-antibrane pair: We now define our category of topological D-branes as the result of identifying any pair of complexes which are related by the following types of morphisms: the morphism which adds brane-antibrane pairs discussed above, complex gauge transformations, morphisms homotopic to the identity (i.e. those of the form 1+Qǫ which are equivalent to the identity in Q-cohomology), and of course compositions of any of these. Furthermore, we identify two objects E and F if for each there is a morphism in this class mapping it to a third complex R, their "common refinement." The additional identifications we postulated are unavoidable if we do not wish to distinguish objects related by an isomorphism and thus the natural definition of "topological D-brane" is just such an equivalence class of objects.
Our basic claim is that these identifications lead to the derived category D(A) of the category A we started with -in our present discussion Coh X, the coherent sheaves on the CY X.
The derived category is usually defined as a category of equivalence classes of quasi-isomorphic complexes. A quasi-isomorphism is an element of Hom(E · , F · ) (the Qcohomology in our previous language) which is an isomorphism when restricted to cohomology. A quasi-isomorphic pair is a pair of complexes each related by quasi-isomorphism to a common refinement; all such pairs are identified. As discussed in [22] , this is usually done by localization, i.e. one allows as morphisms formal inverses of all the quasiisomorphisms, and then shows that one can write any product of morphisms in terms of a single morphism by commuting these inverses through other morphisms (or "combining denominators"). The result is an associative category, though not abelian (kernels and cokernels need not make sense).
All of the identifications we proposed are quasi-isomorphisms and thus physics gets us very close to this result, but a priori there could be other quasi-isomorphisms as well.
We can argue nevertheless that our identifications must lead to the derived category.
This follows from the fact (to be shown below) that they suffice to construct injective resolutions, together with a technical result given in [22] 4.3.10 -the category of (left bounded) complexes of injective objects and morphisms modulo homotopic equivalence, is naturally equivalent to the derived category.
Fortunately, one does not need to know the details of this argument to continue reading this paper. Nevertheless we proceed to discuss resolutions, as an example of the technology involved, as a way to define the Ext groups, and to make some side remarks.
Resolutions and Ext
A free resolution of a complex E is a quasi-isomorphic complex R in which the terms are free. In the context of vector bundles on projective space this means they are direct sums of line bundles. The point of this is that it means that there are no relations hidden in the definition of the terms; all the relations, and thus the homology, are explicit in the
One usually discusses the more general concepts of injective and projective resolution.
An injective resolution of F is an exact sequence
where the I n are injective, and one can similarly define projective resolutions
where the P n are projective. Free modules are both injective and projective; we will not get into more precise distinctions here. It can be shown that every coherent sheaf has an injective resolution, so that this also provides a useful and general definition of sheaves in terms of bundles.
Starting with a sheaf F , we could successively build up the equivalence between it and its injective resolution by adding brane-antibrane pairs. Let us first suppose that (3.2) has only two terms (I 2 = 0) as the generalization will be a simple induction.
First, there is an obvious morphism between a complex obtained by adding a braneantibrane pair to F and the resolution,
. This is also homotopic to a gauge transformation: the homotopy is given in terms of a partial inverse ǫ :
Thus the equivalence relations we postulated make F equivalent to a two term complex. More generally, we can apply the above to a two term sequence (3.2) in which I 0 is injective but I 1 need not be (it would be the cohomology of a truncation of (3.2)), and then use induction.
Although this may seem rather abstract, it has a number of important consequences.
One of them is that the resolution determines the sheaf cohomology or better its generalization, the Ext groups. We can define Ext
or equivalently as homotopy classes of chain maps from E into the resolution. Using the equivalence of F with its resolution in the derived category, this also tells us that
In other words, an Ext p is a degree zero map into the p'th term of the resolution. This allows us to think of the successive terms in the resolution as providing a concrete picture for the "images" we introduced in the previous section. It also allows us to define all lower dimensional branes (sheaves with support on submanifolds) in terms of bundles on the full CY.
We define the length of a complex to be the number of non-zero terms E n minus one.
For each object, there is a minimal length of the complex required for its free resolution.
The maximal such length for a given category is the homological dimension hd of the category; for coherent sheaves on a complex manifold this will generally be the dimension of the manifold (it can be less). This is easy to see for bundles if we assume the relation
The relation between the length of the complex and the highest Ext group which can appear has another consequence, namely that one cannot get all sheaves on a d-fold by using resolutions of length less than d. In particular, the monad construction (which is closely related to this) with a complex of length two and with line bundles as constituents cannot describe all bundles on a generic Calabi-Yau three-fold. It would be interesting and probably quite useful if linear sigma models could be generalized to use longer complexes.
Properties of the derived category of coherent sheaves
As we mentioned in the introduction, the derived category of coherent sheaves contains far more information than the K theory. An illustration of this is the reconstruction theorem of Bondal and Orlov [7] : in certain cases (with ample or anti-ample canonical bundle; this excludes Calabi-Yau), the variety X is determined by D(Coh X). The strategy is to first identify the set of objects corresponding to points; the morphism information can then be used to put a topology on this set and show that it is indeed the expected variety.
Although this result is not literally true for a Calabi-Yau, the reason that it fails is quite interesting and relevant for us. It is that there is not a unique definition of which objects are the points. Indeed, there are "autoequivalences" of the derived categorytransformations which permute the objects but preserve the structure of the morphismswhich turn the points into other sheaves (or complexes).
These autoequivalences have been much studied in recent mathematical work and all of them can be obtained as Fourier-Mukai transformations (FMT's). A FMT from sheaves on a space X to sheaves on a space Y (possibly the same as X) is defined by specifying a sheaf F on Y × X satisfying certain properties; most notably, the restrictions to two points on X F x 1 and F x 2 must satisfy
The transform of a sheaf E on X is then
The idea expressed by this formula is simple and well explained in [53] : one pulls back E to the product space, tensors with F , and then "pushes forward" in the sense that the resulting sheaf can have as local sections any of the local sections of the product sheaf (this construction is referred to as the "direct image"), but with the dependence on X is suppressed -this is the reason for the name "Fourier" as taking all such sections is like integrating over X.
The detailed implementation of this idea requires resolving the sheaves which appear in intermediate steps (this is the meaning of the "L" and "R" symbols), and is greatly simplified by working with the derived category.
A particularly simple set of FMT's are the "twist functors" discussed in detail in [49] .
For every sheaf E on X there is a twist functor T E , which has all the right properties to correspond physically to a monodromy associated to a loop in Kähler moduli space around a point at which Z(E) = 0, such as a conifold point. Assuming this is so, all of these monodromies preserve the derived category of topological branes and this is fairly strong evidence that any physical construction of a model associated to a CY with a specific complex structure, will produce the same derived category of objects.
We will discuss this in more detail elsewhere; here we will motivate the theorem of Beilinson used in [19] using these ideas. This states that the derived category of sheaves on IP n is equivalent to the derived category of representations of the quiver-complex QC(n + 1, n + 1) (to be defined in section 5), with Y = 0.
This comes from a one-to-one correspondence between sheaves, implemented by an FMT in which F is a sheaf on IP n × IP n which is just the "delta function" (or structure sheaf) supported on the diagonal. Such an F will clearly produce the identity transformation on E.
The non-trivial content of this construction comes when we look at the resolution of this delta function sheaf. This is the "Koszul resolution" which is a complex with successive
The tensor product appearing in (3.4) is
and continuing in this vein, one finds that the FMT (which is equivalent to the original object in the derived category) is a complex of the sheaves Λ p Ω Y (p) tensored with the cohomologies of the original sheaf H m (E(−p)). If these cohomologies are non-zero in a single degree m, they can be thought of as defining an object in QC(n +1, n +1), providing the correspondence used in [19] , while if they are non-zero in more than one degree, one gets an object in D(QC(n + 1, n + 1)).
Kähler moduli and flow of grading
Having understood the category of boundary conditions in the topological string theory (or "topological D-branes"), we now can assert with confidence that every physical D-brane corresponds to a unique topological D-brane. We now want to understand why not every topological D-brane corresponds to a physical D-brane.
In particular, let us explore what happens if we start with a BPS configuration of two branes and then vary the Kähler moduli. In general, the grades of the two branes, ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 , will no longer be equal.
Although open string sectors with ϕ 1 = ϕ 2 bear some resemblance to twisted N = 2 sectors, they are not the same. Because a specific N = 1 world-sheet supersymmetry is
gauged in the open superstring definition, this supersymmetry must still have conventional NS and R boundary conditions on the N = 1 supercurrents. Furthermore, it will still admit a GSO projection; two sectors related by a continuous deformation will share the same GSO projection. This is possible because both bosons and fermions in these sectors will have their moding changed; the fermions in a way determined by (2.2) and the bosons in a corresponding way to make NS and R supercurrents possible. A solvable example in which this can be seen is the theory of two 3-branes oriented at angles [4] .
As discussed earlier, if we restrict ourselves to Kähler variations, the massless fermion sector will remain unchanged. Now even though these combinations of boundary conditions have broken supersymmetry, we can still identify bosonic partners of the massless fermions, as the NS sectors accessible by varying the U (1) charge (spectral flow). Another way to say this is that since the individual boundary CFT's correspond to BPS branes, they each have spectral flow operators, and we can use either of these to define the action of space-time supersymmetry. Depending on which one we use, we will get different results, but these will only differ by a phase. Thus we can still identify a unique NS state as the superpartner.
Let us discuss the various physical states in the CFT we obtain by this construction, and their space-time interpretation. We start with NS states in a sector with ∆θ = 0 and the usual N = 1 supersymmetry. Let Q be the U (1) charge in the N = 2 algebra; then Q = q = 0 states are gauge bosons (the standard GSO projection will keep only states ψ µ −1/2 | in the space-time CFT) while Q = q = ±1 states are bosons in chiral multiplets (q = −1 will be the complex conjugates of the q = +1 states).
Varying the relative grading will shift the U (1) charge of all of the states in this list, and preserve the GSO projection. Our conventions are such that the charge shift is equal to the shift in grading, ∆q = ∆(ϕ 1 − ϕ 2 ).
Let us write the Ramond vertex operator as a product of internal, bosonized U (1) and space-time factors
As discussed above, varying ϕ by only varying the Kähler class keeps the Ramond state massless, and this means that the dimension of O θ is determined by h(O θ ) +(q −3/2) 2 /6 = 3/8. We can then derive the dimension of the operators related to it by the usual N = 2 spectral flow and thus the mass squared of the partner NS states with U (1) charge q. These will be
for chiral multiplets. A vector multiplet has V 3+1 = ψ µ , so m 2 = q/2.
The bosons in chiral multiplets come from q = 1 states, and we see from this that ∆ϕ enters into their mass squared precisely as a Fayet-Iliopoulos term would. This is the CFT argument for the earlier description of BPS decay by D-term supersymmetry breaking [50, 33, 18] and indeed these masses can be often be modelled by assigning the FI terms associated to the U (N ) space-time gauge groups of the two groups of branes the values ζ 1 = ϕ 1 and ζ 2 = ϕ 2 . Starting from an Ext 1 (a massless chiral multiplet), this assignment reproduces (4.1). This explicit N = 1 field theory picture has its limitations however as seen in [14] and it is for this reason that, although the formalism and results are very similar to those in N = 1 supersymmetric field theory, we have not based our discussion on this similarity but instead on CFT.
We should also mention at this point that in our setup, the precise definition of a theory with tachyonic strings between a pair of branes is to take branes which do not fill
Minkowski space (e.g. D0-branes) and separate them in these dimensions. This gives the tachyons large masses and makes the configuration with zero tachyon vev stable, while still allowing us to argue that such a configuration of coincident branes would be unstable.
Starting from q = 1 and making such a flow, m 2 can decrease until we reach q = 0.
At this point, the operator O θ has dimension zero. Because the world-sheet theory is a (correlated) product of a unitary theory with the bosonized U (1), zero is the minimal possible dimension for O θ . Thus, if we decrease q further, our assumptions must break down. One also knows from N = 2 representation theory that chiral operators must have 0 ≤ q ≤ĉ (for the same reason).
Now the boundary states we are discussing were unstable as soon as we had q < 1
and a tachyonic open string; we interpret these arguments as showing that nevertheless we However, any given physical CFT can only realize a subset of these boundary states, chosen so that morphisms of negative degree do not appear.
From our arguments, the choice of which boundary states are realized would be expected to depend on Kähler moduli. Starting from an Ext 1 between a pair of simultaneously BPS branes, one can reach q = 0 if the relative phase difference reaches π, i.e. if the BPS central charges anti-align. In this sense, the phenomenon under discussion has to do with branes turning into anti-branes.
Special Lagrangian picture
Many of the statements we just made can also be seen from the geometry of the A brane picture.* The analog of a coherent sheaf in this picture is an isotopy class of Lagrangian manifolds, while a physical brane is a particular Lagrangian in this class satisfying the "special" condition for the chosen complex structure and holomorphic 3-form.
The morphisms are given by Flohr cohomology.
* I am indebted to Richard Thomas and Paul Seidel for explaining this to me.
The standard convention for the grading on Flohr cohomology agrees with our notations Hom and Ext 1 for vector and chiral multiplets respectively. To determine this grading, one looks at the three relative angles ∆θ i . There are basically two cases: where these all have the same sign (producing a Hom), or where one sign differs from the other two (producing an Ext). This rule agrees with the physical GSO projection in the branes at angles model of [4] .
In these terms, our grading is Hom(A, B[n]) or Ext 1 (A, B[n]) with n = i ∆θ i . As one varies the complex structure, the ∆θ i will vary, leading to the flow we just described.
In this picture, the reason the gradings cannot flow below zero (or aboveĉ) is that given a pair of Lagrangians which intersect transversely, every pair in the respective isotopy classes will intersect transversely.
The conclusion is the same, that gradings will flow, but cannot flow below zero for physical objects.
Some convenient notation
As we motivated earlier (in terms of resolutions and the derived category), we will * . This is a dual relation, not an identification, but can of course be used to relate the dimensions of these spaces. Its most fundamental role in this discussion is that it is the inner product of the topologically twisted open string theory (the shiftĉ is the anomalous U (1) charge of the disk).
In our application, this duality also reverses the GSO projection. This is becauseĉ is odd, so the Serre dual morphism will have opposite parity U (1) charge, and we infer the GSO projection directly from this. This leaves us with the rule
These rules determine the gradings of morphisms at arbitrary points in Kähler moduli space given the gradings at one point. It is natural to start with the large volume limit as this point. One should note that gradings of morphisms between branes of different dimension (i.e. sheaves with support of different dimension) in our conventions do not agree with the usual grading of cohomology. We can get them either by carefully computing U (1) charges, or masses of partner bosons in CFT. The latter generally can be obtained from standard D-brane considerations [43] ; in particular the lightest NS string between a Dp-brane and a Dq-brane has m 2 = |p − q|/8 − 1/2, from the shift of the ground state energy due to "DN bosons."
This gives a morphism from a Dp-brane to a Dq-brane degree n + (p − q)/4 (one must be careful about orientations in identifying both objects as "branes"). Taking this rule into account along with the large volume asymptotics for the periods, one finds that morphisms between simultaneously BPS branes (those whose grades differ by integers) will always have integer grading.
Another large volume subtlety we should mention is that one needs to be careful to define the grade in a way which depends smoothly on the Chern classes (the branch of the logarithm cannot jump). This in particular corrects an observation made in [19] -by doing this, one can get the large volume limit of Π-stability to reproduce Gieseker stability in all cases (this comes from the dependence of subleading terms on the higher Chern classes).
This is important as otherwise one finds many incorrect predictions -for example, ideal
sheaves of points will destabilize the trivial line bundle unless one has Gieseker stability.
Examples of flow of grading
Two classes of examples have been studied in some detail: orbifolds C 3 /Z K , and
Gepner models or Landau-Ginzburg orbifolds, which in a certain sense are hypersurfaces in C 5 /Z K orbifolds. We will not review here the discussion of [10, 16, 19, 14] which leads to the following identifications of boundary states and quiver theories but only cite the results.
For the most recent work on Gepner models, see [26, 39, 56] .
Quiver-complex theories
Besides defining the quiver theories which will appear in our examples, this subsection defines the quiver Ext groups, which will be compared with their large volume analogs, and illustrates how methods of homological algebra can be helpful in analyzing their moduli spaces of supersymmetric vacua.
Let us consider a theory with p gauge groups, 
We will consider the category QC(p, q) whose objects are (classical) solutions of the Fflatness constraints for all of these theories.
The simplest operation we can define for these objects is direct sum, and this allows us to define K theory in the usual way in terms of pairs of objects. Any "topological" definition of K theory class will not see the configuration (the X and Y 's can be continuously deformed to zero); thus the K theory class of an object is just the set of integers n i .
It is also clear that the K theory class is only the most basic invariant of an object;
in general the objects come in moduli spaces of finite dimension. For p = 2, there is an obvious formula for the dimension of this moduli space, valid if the object is simple, i.e.
breaks the complexified gauge group to GL(1). It is
obtained by counting matter fields modulo gauge symmetries. This formula generalizes in an obvious way to any quiver theory with no superpotential.
It turns out that there is no such universal formula which gives the dimension of moduli space just in terms of the K theory class for p > 2. (There is a formula which works in almost all cases for p = 3 and q ≤ 3, but not for higher p or q.) Well-known arguments that such a formula is not to be expected in general N = 1 theories are the possibility of lifting arbitrary pairs of chiral multiplets by changing the configuration, and the existence of cases in which the moduli space has several branches of different dimension.
One can however go further than these general statements by better understanding the problem. Given a superpotential, one might try to predict the dimension of the moduli space by subtracting the number of relations following from W ′ = 0 from the prediction (5.2). Since there is one relation for each matter field, this always leads to a negative dimension and would predict that no solutions exist. In fact solutions can exist, but only when the relations are redundant; these redundancies will depend on the specific configuration.
The redundancies between relations in the quiver complex theory can be understood in homological terms. We start by considering only the configurations with Y = 0; the relations are then
which can be expressed (for q ≥ p) as d 2 = 0 on a complex of vector spaces. This complex can be defined in terms of an exterior algebra ΛV where V ∼ = C q has a basis e a which we think of as anticommuting objects: e a e b + e b e a = 0. The operator d then acts on an element of E i ≡ C n i ⊗ Λ i−1 V to produce an element of E i+1 as multiplication by X a e a .
One then defines the "morphism complex" as follows. A "chain map" φ (n) of degree n from E to F is a set of linear maps φ (n) i from E i to F i+n which can be written in terms of the e a ; i.e.
..a n e a 1 . . . e a n .
One can then regard d F − d E as an operator acting on these chain maps; it squares to zero, so we can define a morphism of degree n as an element of its cohomology. The space of such morphisms will be denoted Ext n (E, F ) (or Hom(E, F ) for n = 0).
All of this is very parallel to the discussion we made in section 3 and the reader may be wondering why we repeated it. The main reason is that while formally it is very parallel, physically its interpretation is rather different: in particular, we do not make the identifications we made in section 3, but instead interpret configurations just as we would in supersymmetric gauge theory (identifying only configurations related by complex gauge transformation). The result is (at least mathematically) an abelian category to which one can then apply the construction of section 3, considering complexes of these complexes and forming the corresponding derived category. This is the type of derived category which according to Beilinson's theorem will be equivalent to derived categories of coherent sheaves.
Returning to concrete considerations, these definitions lead immediately to a formula for the relative Euler character:
This is proven by showing that χ(M, N ) is "topological" (invariant under deformations of the X's), so that one can compute it for X = 0.
Before going on to the generalization with Y = 0, let us discuss the physical meaning of this construction. It is not hard to see that elements of Hom(E, F ) correspond to (complex) gauge symmetries which appear when we combine the theories E and F (the cohomology condition says that the matter configuration is preserved by this gauge transformation).
Similarly, elements of Ext 1 (E, F ) correspond to massless matter multiplets (or linearized moduli): elements of cohomology correspond to deformations which are not lifted by the superpotential and are not pure gauge.
The higher Ext n 's do not admit such an obvious interpretation but clearly have to do with relations between the superpotential relations; when these exist, one cannot derive the dimension of moduli space, which is dim Ext 1 (E, E), just from the formula (5.3): one needs more information (such as the dimensions of the higher Ext groups).
In the case at hand, there is a second physical interpretation of Ext 2 (E, F ): it counts massless deformations of the Y multiplets. This can be seen by considering the "physical"
inner product on Ext
and the adjoint to d defined by Indeed, as explained in [19, 14] , the case p = q = 3 is the C 3 /Z 3 quiver theory, while p = q = 5 describes sheaves on the quintic CY, and the other CY theories which arose in [14] can be treated similarly. Unlike the analogous formula for sheaves on a CY 3 , χ(E, E)
can be non-zero; this is because one has separately described deformations which made sense on the ambient projective space (the X's) and those which appear on restriction (the Y 's) [15] . However, since dim Ext 2 enters into (5.3) with the wrong sign, one still needs more information than χ(E, E) to compute the dimension of the moduli space. This is made particularly clear by considering examples in which the moduli space has branches of different dimension; these branches will differ in dim Ext 2 . A simple example of this type is the quiver with n 1 = 1, n 2 = 2 and n 3 = 1 in QC(3, 5) which appears as a rational boundary state |11000 in the quintic Gepner model [10] ; this moduli space has branches of dimension 5, 7 and 11, the last of which must describe the rational boundary state. (In special cases, the situation can be simpler; for example in the C 3 /Z 3 quiver one can show that Ext 2 (E, E) = 0 except for the D0-brane.)
The main point to draw from all this is that these are concrete examples which capture the complexities of categories of sheaves on Calabi-Yaus (and indeed are equivalent to them once one goes to the derived category), and in which computing the dimensions of homology groups (and thus of the local moduli space) is just a problem of linear algebra.
Thus such problems, while not as easy as the cases with more supersymmetry, are by no means inaccessible.
The
This leads to a quiver-complex theory of type QC (3, 3) . At large volume the orbifold is resolved to O IP 2 (−3) and the three elementary or fractional branes can be identified [16] with the bundles (always on IP 2 ) B 1 ≡ O(−1), B 2 ≡Ω(1) (the antibrane to the twisted cotangent bundle) and B 3 ≡ O.
We first discuss the morphisms at the orbifold point. We can now check that the two limits are related under the flow from large volume to orbifold point. Referring to fig. 1 , we see that B 1 → B 1 [−1], B 2 → B 2 , and B 3 → B 3 [1] , and all of the morphisms we discussed work. We also see that the superpotential satisfies topological charge conservation, as the sum of the gradings "around the triangle" is always 3.
One wants to check that all the morphisms agree, not just these defining ones. This should follow from the equivalence of derived categories established in [9] , which is between representations of the C 3 /Z 3 quiver and sheaves with compact support on the resolution
. The relation discussed in [19] , between the quiver with some links set to zero and sheaves on IP 2 , is a subset of this. 
Gepner models
A product of five N = 2 minimal models A k i with 3 The field corresponding to g w j in this expression (call it X i ) has an NS partner which is non-trivial only in the j'th minimal model, where it is the chiral primary φ (k i ,k i ,0) . Thus it has U (1) charge 1 − 2/(k i + 2) = 1 − 2w i /K and corresponds to a morphism of this degree. The field Y [ij] corresponding to g w i +w j is non-trivial in the other three minimal model factors, and has U (1) charge 3 − 2 l =i,j w l /K.
As argued in [14] the leading term in the superpotential is the cubic term (5.1). The constraints on the k i guarantee that the degrees of
add up to 3 and thus this cubic term should correspond directly to the flow of a similar term computed at large volume. Perhaps more interestingly, a product of five fields including one of each X i also has degree 3. These facts and the direct relation between the gradings of the morphisms and the ∆ϕ between pairs of branes go a long way towards guaranteeing that the flow will produce sensible large volume gradings; however there is still something non-trivial to check, namely that the winding numbers of the gradings along the flow are as predicted. We now consider the quintic with w i = 1. The five fractional branes are exterior products of a twisted cotangent bundle on IP 4 , restricted to the quintic: Going to the orbifold point, one has ∆(ϕ i+1 − ϕ i ) = 3/5 for the pairs 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, leading to the first four degree 3/5 morphisms X, while ∆(ϕ 1 − ϕ 5 ) = 3/5 − 3 (since the sum is zero) leading to the fifth X. The Y morphisms work similarly (since the sum of degrees around each XXY triangle is 3).
Physical branes as a subcategory of topological branes
We now address the question of how to identify the physical branes at a specific point in Kähler moduli space M k .
One approach to this uses the close analogy between general lines of marginal stability, and the "wall crossing" associated with variation of µ-stability, which determines whether a holomorphic bundle admits a Hermitian Yang-Mills connection. This idea was developed in [18] into the proposal that BPS branes are the Π-stable objects. An object E is Π-stable if every subobject E ′ (i.e. one for which there is an injective Hom(E ′ , E)) satisfies
Although well motivated, the difficulty in combining this proposal with the present considerations is that the derived category is not an abelian category and does not have a notion of "kernel" or "subobject." The basic reason for this is extremely simple: since we identify A with any combination ABB where BB is the trivial brane-antibrane bound state (a complex with the identity map), any brane B appears to be a subobject of A.
This point is not just academic, as one can check in examples (as we will do shortly) that the subobject relation is different at different points in M k .
To better understand this point, we will need to understand what universal structure underlies exact sequences and subobjects in the derived category, and how different abelian categories can sit in the same derived category.
Triangulated categories and bound state formation
In the references, it is shown that derived categories are not abelian; in particular there is no idea of exact sequence. Since every subobject relation 0 −→ E ′ −→ E can be completed to an exact sequence, this is the key point in making sense of Π-stability in this 
Here C f is the "cone" of f , the quasi-isomorphism class of complexes with terms A[1] ⊕ B and differential
This is the basic construction we will try to use to represent the "brane-antibrane bound state"ĀB produced by condensing the tachyon f .* The sequence (6.1) repeats (with a shift of grading) indefinitely to the left and right and this is why it is better thought of as a triangle.
The expression (6.1) appears to single out one arrow as special, the morphism ψ with degree one. Actually this is only a choice of notation: for example we could define D ≡ A [1] and find that the morphism f appeared to have degree one. If one consistently identifies The point now is that if we want to base our discussion on the derived category,
we cannot talk about exact sequences a priori but must instead derive them from the distinguished triangles. If we know that our branes all live in some abelian category within the derived category, there is a general result which allows us to do this [3] : if * There is a technical point which all the references emphasize, namely that this construction is noncanonical: given a specific chain map f , one is making further choices in writing C f , though all choices lead to quasi-isomorphic complexes representing C f . This leads to technical difficulties in proofs involving this construction, but given that we physically identify quasi-isomorphic complexes, this does not seem to prevent us from thinking of "the" cone C f as a physical object.
and only if three successive objects in the triangle all live in an abelian subcategory A, that subsequence is a short exact sequence in A. The opposite of this is perhaps easier to see: the cases which do not correspond to exact sequences are those in which C f has homology in both degrees, and thus is not a member of the abelian category A. This is interesting for our purposes as there will turn out to be more than one abelian subcategory of D(Coh X).
Let us discuss this more physically. Suppose in bringing together two objectsĀ and If |Z B | > |ZĀ|, the appropriate description is an exact sequence
with maps f and φ of degree 0. This is the special case in which C f has homology only in degree 0, and every such exact sequence corresponds to a distinguished triangle (6.1) with
If |ZĀ| > |Z B |, we should use the exact sequence The point of all this is to show that the derived category can remain invariant under varying Kähler moduli, while describing somewhat different looking physical processes.
The distinction between the processes comes when we identify a specific exact sequence in the triangle. In all three limiting cases (in which central charges align), the exact sequence is the subsequence of (6.1) containing the maps of degree 0, which is the subset of objects which can live in the same abelian category.
There is some correspondence between our string-inspired notation and the usual mathematical notation and one might try to identify our double arrows =⇒ with the special (degree one) morphisms of (6.1). Again, one must recognize that this is only a choice of notation: a single distinguished triangle admits all three interpretations in which any of the links is a matter field (this could presumably be proven from crossing symmetry of the related BPS algebra [28] ). More importantly, the "special" morphism in our notation need not have degree 1; this will change under flow.
Examples
Let us now look at some examples where we know the interpretations on both sides of a flow. with these conventions. Its central charge aligns with that of B 2 , so the bound state formation is described by the exact sequence
with φ a degree zero Hom.
In moving to the orbifold limit, the grade of B 1 decreases by 1, which results in f of degree 1, ψ of degree 0 and φ of degree 0. The bound state is still X, but we now want to interpret it as a brane-brane bound state or extension
with f the connecting map B 1 =⇒ B 2 [1] .
Both come from the distinguished triangle In the language of abelian categories, the difference is that at large volumeB 1 and B 2 are both in the abelian category (justifying the use of (6.5)) while at the orbifold point
and B 2 are in the abelian category (justifying (6.6)).
We will now try to regard this as a valid description along the flow, where in general the maps will not have integral degree. Of course this is what we expect from the CFT discussion, but it means that we cannot a priori rely on the exact sequence interpretation of either (6.5) or (6.6). Nevertheless, physics tells us that we should regard this triangle as describing the formation of a bound state which exists all along the flow. Since the flow is continuous, the grade of X is everywhere determined -this is not something we could take for granted without the triangle, as there is no obvious canonical way to assign gradings to general complexes (they would have to depend on individual homologies, not the total K theory class). Since we have the triangle, we can assign X a grade, and one finds that the gradings of all three morphisms stay within the interval [0, 1] all along the flow. This is consistent with all three objects remaining stable along the flow (in principle they could still be destabilized by other objects).
We next discuss the two-brane, the structure sheaf O Σ of a two-cycle Σ. There is a simple exact sequence which produces it from the B i , namely
and the corresponding distinguished triangle is This conclusion basically agrees with that of [19] , where it was justified in terms of Π-stability. However there was an interesting subtlety noted there; the map g does not look injective when one follows the usual large volume definitions (a map from a sheaf to a sheaf with lower dimensional support could hardly be injective). In the present discussion, since both g and h have degree 0 at the transition, one wants to interpret them as forming an exact sequence at that point, in which case g would "become" an injective map. This type of argument can be tested against other known subobject relations at the orbifold point, and seems to work. It suggests a reformulation of Π-stability which we will make below.
By the time we reach the orbifold point, the map f has degree 2 and there is no obvious sign that the 2B ever existed. However, since we can determine that f existed from orbifold considerations (it was an Ext 2 in the quiver-complex formalism), we can run this backwards. From this point of view, we would define O Σ as a cone C f in (6.1). Coming back up, the degree of f eventually drops to 1, and it becomes consistent to postulate that this O Σ becomes stable, with maps g and h of degree 0. Thus we could infer the existence of the 2B elsewhere in moduli space just from information obtained at the orbifold point.
A very similar discussion can be made for the "mysterious" bound state |10000 discussed in [17, 13] , which exists at the Gepner point in the quintic but not at large volume. These results demonstrate how we can infer the existence of new BPS branes at distant points in M k . Given a set of BPS branes, we construct their derived category, including new objects which are candidate BPS branes elsewhere in moduli space. The K theory class of each such object is determined, and this determines the grade of the connecting maps up to an overall 2Z ambiguity. If this ambiguity can be fixed in a way that gives all the morphisms non-negative grade, then the object becomes stable.
t-structures
There is a mathematical formalism which makes it possible to identify abelian categories within the derived category, the formalism of t-structures [3, 22] . We will not actually use this in the proposal we are about to make, but it illustrates in a clear way how objects which look like complexes from one point of view can be individual objects (not complexes) in a different abelian category.
A t-structure is defined by prescribing two subcategories D ≥0 and D ≤0 of the derived category D. If D is derived from an abelian category A, these would be the categories of complexes with cohomology only in degrees n ≥ 0 and complexes with cohomology only in degrees n ≤ 0, respectively. The original abelian category would then be
The non-trivial fact is now that there are a short list of axioms which D ≥0 and D
≤0
must satisfy in order to guarantee that their intersection is an abelian category. This provides a general way to define new abelian subcategories. In general, the intersection will contain objects which are complexes from the point of view of the original category;
thus these complexes will be regarded as objects in the new category. In this sense, the distinction between "object" and "complex" is not invariant, and from this point of view it is quite natural to get complexes of coherent sheaves as stable BPS branes at other points in M k .
A simple way to get new t-structures on D(Coh X) for X Calabi-Yau is to use the Since these monodromy groups are braid groups this presumably leads to infinitely many t-structures on D(Coh X).
This formalism might be directly usable to produce the abelian categories which are needed by the original formulation of Π-stability. The basic way this could work would be to move objects between D ≥0 and D ≤0 when their gradings flow across zero.
Indeed, a very concrete example illustrating this idea can be found in work of Bridgeland [8] . In [8] it is proven that D(Coh X) is invariant under a flop transition, a previously known result [6] , but the interesting point is the way in which this is proven. This uses the theory of so-called perverse sheaves, which can be formulated using t-structures. The basic idea is to consider some submanifold (more generally a stratification of the manifold) and shift the grading of all objects supported on that submanifold in defining the t-structure.
The corresponding abelian category is referred to as a category of "perverse sheaves."
In [8] , one considers perverse sheaves defined by shifting the grading of sheaves supported on an appropriate curve C in the CY by −1. Certain of these perverse sheaves can be identified as analogous to points, and it turns out that the moduli space of these "perverse points" is isomorphic to the CY X ′ which is the result of a flop transition on the curve C.
The point of contact with our present considerations is that in terms of periods and BPS central charges, a flop transition simply acts by taking the central charge Z = B + iV of the 2B on the curve C from V > 0 to V < 0. This indeed shifts the grading of 2B's by ±1 (the sign depends on the first Chern class) and by arguments similar to Bridgeland's, might lead to the t-structure appropriate for the flopped CY.
It seems very likely to us that these ideas will be important in future work and more specifically that subcategories of D(Coh X) generated by the stable branes of a given grade on a CY with given moduli will provide a significant generalization of categories of "perverse sheaves." However, we will leave the problem of making this more explicit to future work.
A proposal for a stability condition
The stability condition we will propose here builds more simply on the results we already presented and adds some plausible physical input. Unlike Π-stability, it does not provide a way to decide whether a brane is stable at a point in M k by just considering that point, but only describes the variation in the set of stable branes as one moves in M k .
Many of the previous considerations can be summarized by defining a "stable triangle."
A distinguished triangle (6.1) involves three morphisms with grades α + β + γ = 1. Let a stable triangle (at a given point in M k ) be a distinguished triangle for which each of the three grades is in [0, 1].
Since if two brane central charges are colinear, the third will be as well, the definitions lead to the constraint that the only stable triangles on the boundary of this region (or "semistable" triangles) are those with one grade 1 and the other two 0.
We cannot directly use this to say that a stable object only participates in stable triangles -there will always be lots of extra triangles involving negative morphisms. We only know that every morphism between stable objects must have non-negative degree.
Indeed, there is no physical argument that there should be a canonical definition of grade for unstable objects, and we will not assume that there is.
Let us now suppose that we know the stable objects at some point in M k , and we move a small distance in this space. The gradings of morphisms will flow: some triangles will become unstable and we must lose objects; others will become stable and we can gain objects.
When a triangle goes unstable, the brane which decays will always be the one sitting between the two morphisms of zero degree. This is because (in all three cases (6.2),(6.3), and (6.4)) this will always be the heaviest of the three branes. This also means that one only need check lighter branes as possible destabilizing subobjects.
Conversely, when a triangle becomes stable, we will see it by a map f between stable objects having degree coming down through 1. Whenever this happens, we can try to add C f with grade which gives the other maps degree 0. This uniquely determines the 2Z ambiguity in the grading of C f . We should however only add C f as a stable object if it is not also destabilized by a morphism of negative degree from some preexisting stable object. Once we do this, we might have further candidate bound states involving C f , so the process must be iterated.
This more or less restates the phenomena we observed in our simple examples but now we must face the question of whether this procedure leads to an unambiguous modified list of stable objects or whether the result depends on the order in which we make these modifications.
One point where such dependence might enter is that we might find that A destabilizes B, but A also decays on the same line. The general result which prevents this type of ambiguity is that the subobject of A responsible for the decay will also be a subobject of B (by composing the Hom's), and typically would be a stable object which will destabilize B. In general it might decay, but this chain must terminate with some stable final product (assuming the spectrum of masses has a gap) which will also be a subobject.
Similarly, we cannot find that adding a new object C f destabilizes preexisting objects, because there will be a subobject of C f which already destabilized them before we added C f .
These considerations suggest that the procedure as we stated it is unambiguous. The main physical assumption we needed was that the spectrum of BPS masses has a finite mass gap, so that we cannot have infinite chains of subobjects and decays.
Conclusions
In this work, we gave a fundamental picture of BPS D-branes on Calabi-Yau manifolds, based on considerations in conformal field theory and the related topological string theory.
To branes involved in morphisms of negative degree cannot exist. This provides a CFT derivation of the Π-stability condition of [18] . We went on to discuss the triangulated structure of the derived category, which allows us to dispense with the requirement of a preexisting abelian category and subobject relation made in the original Π-stability proposal, instead deriving the subobject relations from the gradings and distinguished triangles. All of these points were illustrated in a number of examples; in simple cases these ideas lead directly to explicit predictions for marginal stability lines. Many new phenomena are clearly possible such as the formation of branes (away from the large volume limit) which are not coherent sheaves but more general objects in the derived category.
All of these developments appear rather solid to us and provide a firm basis for further understanding of BPS branes on Calabi-Yau as well as a precise contact with the homological mirror symmetry proposal of Kontsevich. The "flow of gradings" is a new structure in this problem which we believe will be quite important in future developments.
In the final subsection, we went further and stated a definite proposal for how to determine the spectrum of BPS branes at arbitrary points in Kähler moduli space. This proposal is somewhat harder to use than Π-stability in that it requires starting with the spectrum at a single point, say the large volume limit, and following its evolution to the point of interest. (It is not necessary to follow the entire spectrum in order to determine the existence of particular branes, however.) We did not prove that this procedure always leads to unambiguous results, though we did give suggestive arguments for this.
Clearly this proposal requires a great deal of testing and exploration at this point.
There are numerous self-consistency checks that it must pass; for example it is not obvious that branes whose periods vanish at non-singular points of Kähler moduli space will decay before reaching these points (as is required for physical consistency). We did not even prove that monodromies are symmetries of the physical spectrum.
Not having yet performed these basic checks, our main reason for believing in the proposal at present is that it seems to us to be the conceptually simplest proposal which could accomodate the known complexity of these problems as revealed in [19] and our further studies. Since it is the first such proposal, this point will have to be confirmed by further work as well. Hopefully there is a lot of scope for simplifying its application; ideally one would be able to derive a condition which can be applied at a single point in Kähler moduli space. One might well benefit from using more A model information as well.
We will not get into lengthy discussion of the likely applications of this work here, instead referring to the conclusions of [19] . Perhaps the most direct application would be to provide a simpler invariant of d = 4, N = 2 string compactifications than the explicit spectrum of BPS branes, namely the derived category obtained from this spectrum. The precise sense in which this is simpler is that it does not depend on the BPS central charges or the point in vector multiplet moduli space. Making interesting use of this idea in studying N = 2 duality probably requires generalizing the ideas to defining "derived categories of quantum BPS branes," which would have some similarity to BPS algebras [28] but presumably would be independent of vector moduli.
As discussed in the conclusions to [19] , we regard the more important goal of this line of work to be its eventual application to understanding N = 1 compactifications of string theory. Building on [18] , in N = 1 language we have provided a rather complete discussion of the problem of solving the D-flatness conditions in a certain large class of theories. As will be discussed elsewhere, we believe it will turn out to be possible to get exact superpotentials in Gepner models and perhaps more general CY's as well.
A natural next question in this vein is whether a similar geometric understanding could be developed of non-BPS branes. One should distinguish two cases. The examples we know of are connected to BPS branes or combinations of BPS branes by varying CY moduli, and it seems very likely that these can be understood in the same way, with the non-BPS property arising from spontaneous breaking of space-time N = 1 supersymmetry, now involving a competition between D and F flatness conditions. There might be other non-BPS branes not connected to BPS branes by varying moduli; for these it is unclear whether such a picture would apply.
